Buy@Duke Enhancements Available 12/06/15

1. The Notify button now has All Submitters instead of Team Members and Submitters.

2. The system generated email that goes to cart Reviewers has been reworded to avoid confusion with the email sent to Approvers.

FYI Cart xxxxxxxxxx, $xxx.xx by user first user last name
For your information purposes only Shopping Cart xxxxxxxxxx was created by first name last name for the amount $xxx.xx
No action required by you at this time.

3. The cart line number in the item data section of approval emails has been added.

4. The Goods Receipt requirement has been removed for carts that are marked for Special Handling Confounding Order – Bill Only.

5. The shipping address used for the cart will now display in addition to the user’s default delivery address when viewing carts created by others.
6. Buy@Duke SRM Administrators now have the ability to set ORG level attributes for additional ORGs added to their access.

7. A button has been added to the main Buy@Duke screen (POWL) that allows users to delete the Query Lock when this error message appears.

8. A new Personal Value List has been added for Ad Hoc Approvers.